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Abstract. Let M be a compact connected orientable C°° submanifold of

R" with 2 dim M + 1 < n . Let G be a subgroup of H2(M, Z) such that the

quotient group H2(M,Z) has no torsion. Then M can be approximated in

R" by a nonsingular algebraic subset X such that H^.(X, Z) is isomorphic

to G. Here H£_.(X,Z) denotes the subgroup of H2(X,Z) generated by

the cohomology classes determined by the complex algebraic hypersurfaces in a

complexification of X .

Introduction

In [6, 14] we have defined a contravariant functor Hg£P(-, Z) from affine

nonsingular real algebraic varieties to graded rings. If X is an affine nonsin-

gular real algebraic variety, then Hg*^(X, Z) = 0fc>o Hc¿J(X, Z) is a graded

subring of the graded ring 77even(X, Z) = @k>0Hlk(X, Z) generated, roughly

speaking, by the cohomology classes determined by the complex algebraic cy-

cles on a nonsingular complexification of X (cf. [7] and §1 for details). The
functor 77¿y¿°(«, Z) has played a crucial role in the study of vector bundles over

real algebraic varieties [6, 9, 14] and real algebraic morphisms [11, 12]. Further

applications will be discussed in our subsequent papers.

A well-known theorem of Tognoli (cf. [7, Theorem 14.1.10 or [20] or [25])
asserts that given a compact C°° submanifold M of R" with 2dimAf-f 1 < «,

one can find a C°° embedding e : M -* R" , arbitrarily close in the C°° topol-
ogy to the inclusion mapping ¥^1" such that X = e(M) is a nonsingular

algebraic subvariety of R" (cf. also recent result [3, 24]). The variety X is
referred to as an algebraic subvariety of R* approximating M. It is known
that the class sé (M) of algebraic subvarieties of R" approximating M con-

tains infinitely many varieties that are mutually birationally nonisomorphic (cf.

[10, Corollary 3.3]). The study of algebro-geometric properties of the varieties
in sf (M) is important for better understanding relations between differential

topology and real algebraic geometry (cf. [2, 1,6, 12, 9]). In this paper we in-

vestigate the behavior of the groups H^ (X, Z) for X in sf(M). We prove
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that for some X in s/(M), one has H2kaig(X, Z) ®z Q = H2k(X, Z) <g>z Q for

all k > 0 (cf. Theorem 1.1). Also, given a subgroup G of H2(M, Z) such

that the factor group H2(M, Z)/G is torsionfree, and assuming M connected

and orientable, we show the existence of X in sé(M) with 77¿al (X, Z) iso-

morphic to G (cf. Theorem 1.2).
For the background material on real algebraic geometry the reader may con-

sult [7]. Unless otherwise stated, algebraic subvarieties are assumed to be Zariski

closed in the ambient variety.

Main result

We first recall a definition of the functor 77£^(-, Z).

Let X be an affine nonsingular real algebraic variety. Let <p : X —> RPn be

an algebraic embedding of X in the real projective space ET™ , that is, y>(X) is

a Zariski locally closed algebraic subvariety of RPn and <p induces a biregular

isomorphism from X onto <p(X). Consider RPn as a subset of the complex

projective space C7>" , and let V be the Zariski (complex) closure of <p(X) in

CPn . Let U be a Zariski (complex) neighborhood of <p(X) in the set of nonsin-

gular points of V. Given a complex algebraic subvariety W of U, we let [ W]

denote its fundamental class in the Borel-Moore homology group H^U(W, Z)

of W (cf. [13] or [16, Chapter 19]). Let aw be the element of the cohomology

group H*(U, Z) Poincaré dual to the image of [W] under the homomorphism

H™(W, Z) -> H?M(U, Z) induced by the inclusion mapping W ^ U. De-

note by H2yk(U, Z) the subgroup of H2k(U, Z) generated by all elements of

the form aw , where W runs through the set of complex algebraic subvarieties

of U of codimension k. It is known that H™n(U, Z) = ®k>0H^k(U, Z) is

a graded subring of 77even(t/, Z) (cf. [13] or [16]). Define Ipu: X -► U by

y>u(x) = <p(x) for x in X and set

772ilg(X,Z) = ^(77a2^(L/,Z)),

H^(X,Z)=Q)H2kai6(X,

k>0

One shows that the graded ring H^?(X, Z) does not depend on the choice of

the embedding <p and the neighborhood U (cf. [6, §3]).
The group 77¿al (X, Z) has a simple, purely algebraic, interpretation. Name-

ly, let 3i(X, C) denote the ring of regular functions from X to C (cf. [7,

Chapter 12]). Then 77¿alg(X, Z) is canonically isomorphic to the Picard group

Pic(¿?(Jr, C)) of ^(X, C) (cf. [6, Remark 5.4]).
If /: X —> Y is a regular mapping between affine nonsingular real algebraic

varieties, then the induced homomorphism f*:H*(Y,Z) —> H*(X, Z) maps
Hg%(Y, Z) into Hg£(X, Z) (cf. [6, §3]).

We identify H*(X, Z) <2> Q with 77* (X, Q) and consider Hg£(X, Q) =
Hcl\g(x > z) ® Q as a subring of 7/even(X, Q).

Now we can state our results.

Theorem 1.1. Let M be a compact C°° submanifold of Rn with 2dimAf+l <
n. Then there exists a C°° embedding e : M —» K", arbitrarily close in the

C°° topology to the inclusion mapping M <—► R", such that X = e(M)  is a
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nonsingular algebraic subvariety of R" and the following conditions are satisfied:

(i)   H™(X,Q) = H™»(X,®),

(ii)   772.alg(X,Z) = 772(X,Z).

This theorem can be easily derived from [6] and is recorded here for the

sake of completeness, since our more interesting and more precise result below

concerns only 77¿alg.

Theorem 1.2. Let M be a compact connected orientable C°° submanifold of

Rn with 2 dim M + I < n . Let G be a subgroup of H2(M, Z) such that the
quotient group H2(M ,Z)/G is torsionfree. Then there exists a C°° embedding
e : M —» Rn, arbitrarily close in the C°° topology to the inclusion mapping

M <-* R" , such that X = e(M) is a nonsingular algebraic subvariety of R" and

h*(G) — 77c.alg(Z, Z) where h: X -> M is the C°° diffeomorphism defined by
h(e(m)) = m for m in M.

As an application we immediately obtain the following

Corollary 1.3. Let M be a compact connected orientable C°° submanifold of R"

with 2dimAf+l <n and the cohomology group H2(M,Z) torsionfree. Then
there exists a C°° embedding e : M —► Rn, arbitrarily close in the C°° topology

to the inclusion mapping M •-> Rn, such that X = e(M) is a nonsingular

algebraic subvariety of Rn and the ring ¿%(X, C) is a unique factorization

domain.

Proof. By Theorem 1.2 there exists a C°° embedding e: M —> R" , arbitrarily

close in the C°° topology to the inclusion mapping M <-> R" , such that X =

e(M) is a nonsingular algebraic subvariety of R" and 7f¿alg(X, Z) = 0. Since

TT^,^, Z) is isomorphic to Pic(^(X, C)), we obtain Pic(^(X, C)) = 0.

It follows that the ring ¿%(X, C) is a unique factorization domain.   D

Remark 1.4. In Corollary 1.3 the assumption that H2(M, Z) is torsionfree can-

not be dropped. Indeed, if M is a compact, connected, nonorientable surface

of odd genus, then 77¿alg(X, Z) = H2(X, Z) S Z/2 for each affine nonsingu-

lar real algebraic variety X homeomorphic to M (cf. [8, Theorem 1.7(iii); 9,

Proposition 1.2]).   □

2. Proof of Theorem 1.1

Let X be an affine real algebraic variety. Let F = R or C. An algebraic
F-vector bundle over X is said to be strongly algebraic if it is algebraically

isomorphic to a subbundle of a product vector bundle X x F" for some n
(cf. [7, Chapter 12] for an exposition of the theory of strongly algebraic vector

bundles). A topological F-vector bundle over X is said to admit an algebraic

structure if it is topologically isomorphic to a strongly algebraic vector bundle

over X (cf. [6]). Denote by Kf(X) the Grothendieck group of topological

F-vector bundles over X (cf. [19]) and by 7CF_alg(X) the subgroup of K¥(X)
generated by the classes of F-vector bundles admitting an algebraic structure.

Proof of Theorem 1.1. By [4, Theorem 4.2] there exists a C°° embedding

e:M-»R", arbitrarily close in the C°° topology to the inclusion mapping

M í-» R" , such that X = e(M) is a nonsingular algebraic subvariety of R" and
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K¥.¡,ig(X) — Kf(X). (Strictly speaking, the above statement is proved in [4] for

F = R. However, in order to obtian a proof for F = C only a straightforward

modification is required. Below we use this result with F = C.) It is known

that the isomorphism

ch:Kc(X)®Q^Heven(X,®)

induced by the Chern character (cf. [21]) maps 7<c.a.g(X)®Q onto Hg™(X, Q)

(cf. [6, Proposition 5.9]). Hence (i) follows at once.

Since the homomorphism C\ : KC(X) —> H2(X, Z) determined by the first

Chern class is surjective (cf. [19, Chapter 16, Theorem 3.4]) and maps 7vc.alg(X)

on to 77¿ alg(X, Z) (cf. [6, Theorem 5.2 and Remark 5.4]), we also immediately

obtain (ii).   G

3. Proof of Theorem 1.2

We first need a few auxiliary results.

Let, as before, F = R or C. Denote by G„tP(¥) the Grassmann variety
of p-dimensional vector subspaces of F" . Recall that G„tP(¥) is an affine

nonsingular real algebraic variety [7, Theorem 3.4.4, Proposition 3.4.8], and the

universal vector bundle yn p(¥) over G„ p(¥) is strongly algebraic [7, Theorem

12.1.7, p. 280].
Let X be an affine nonsingular real algebraic variety. An algebraic subvariety

y of I is said to be quasi-regular if for each point x in X the ideal of real

analytic function-germs (I,x) -»1 vanishing on Y is generated by regular

functions on X vanishing on Y. One can show that a union of finitely many

nonsingular algebraic subvarieties of X is quasi-regular [23, p. 75].

Lemma 3.1. Let X be a compact affine nonsingular real algebraic variety, and

let Y be a quasi-regular algebraic subvariety of X. Let f: X —> G„>P(F) be a

C°° mapping whose restriction f\Y to Y is a regular mapping. If the pullback

vector bundle f*yn,p(¥) admits an algebraic structure, then there exists a regular

mapping g: X —> Gn p(¥), arbitrarily close in the C° topology to f, such that

g\Y = f\Y.
Proof. Let y — yn,P(¥), and let <* be a strongly algebraic F-vector bundle

over X which is topologically, hence also C°°, isomorphic to f*y. Take a

C°° section u: X -> Hom(Ç,f*y) of Hom(Ç,f*y) such that u(x): Zx ->

(f*y)x is an isomorphism of fibres for all x in I. Since f\Y is a regular

mapping, it follows that Hom(¿;, f*y)\Y is a strongly algebraic F-vector bundle

over Y (cf. [7, Proposition 12.1.8]). By [7, Theorem 12.3.1] u\Y can be
approximated in the C° topology by regular sections v : Y —► Hom(¿;, f*y)\Y.

If v is sufficiently close to u\Y, then it extends to a C°° section, say w , of

Hom(¿, f*y) such that w is close in the C° topology to u. In particular we

may assume that w(x): Çx —> (f*y)x is an isomorphism for all x in X .

Consider f*y as a C°°F-vector subbundle of the product vector bundle

e = X x ¥n, and let i: f*y —> e be the inclusion homomorphism. By [24]

there exists a regular section s : X —► Hom(¿;, e), arbitrarily close in the C°°

topology to i o w , such that s\Y = i o w\Y (in particular, we may assume that

s(x): £x —* ex is a monomorphism for all x in X). Define g: X —» G„<p(¥)

by g(x) = p(s(x)(Çx)) for x in I, where p: X x ¥" -» F" is the standard
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projection. By construction, g is a regular mapping (cf. [7, Proposition 3.4.9])

close in the C° topology to / and g\Y = f\Y.   D

Lemma 3.2. Let M be a compact C°° submanifold of Rq. Let Y\, ... ,Yk
be compact C°° submanifolds of M that are in general position (considered as

submanifolds of M). Let f: M —► Gn¡p(¥) be a C°° mapping. Assume that

Y¡ is a nonsingular algebraic subvariety of R" and the pullback vector bundle

(/I Yj)*y„ ,p(¥) over Y¡, i — I, ... , k, admits an algebraic structure. Then there

exists a C°° mapping g: M —► G„,p(¥), arbitrarily close in the C° topology to

f, such that g\Y is a regular mapping where Y = Y\ U • • • U Yk .

Proof. Set 7° = 0 and Y' = 7i U • • • U Y¡ for / = 1, ... , k . Let us fix /,
0 < / < k - 1, and suppose that one can find a C°° mapping gl : M —► G„iP ,

arbitrarily close in the C° topology to /, such that gl\Yl is a regular mapping.

We claim that there exists a C°° mapping gl+i : M -* G„ tP(¥), arbitrarily close

in the C° topology to /, such that gl+l\Y,+l is a regular mapping.

Indeed, observe that Y\ n Y¡+1, ... , Y¡n Y¡+1 are nonsingular subvarieties of
Y¡+1 that are in general position (considered as C°° submanifolds to Y¡+i). In

particular, by Lemma 3.1, there exists a regular mapping q>: Yl+l —> Gn>p(¥),

arbitrarily close in the C° topology to gl\Y¡+i , such that <p\Z = gl\Z where

Z = (j'i=i(Yi n YM) .Leth: Yl+l -* Gn,p(¥) be a mapping defined by h\Yl =

g'\Y', h\Y¡+l = tp. Since, obviously, h is continuous, it follows from [4,

Lemma 3], that h is regular. It suffices to define gl+l to be a C°° extension

to M of h that is close in the C° topology to gl. Thus the claim is proved.

Now Lemma 3.2 follows from the claim by induction.   D

Lemma 3.3. Let S be a compact orientable C°° surface in Rn . Assume that

S is connected if n = 5. Then there exists a C°° embedding f: S —► R",
arbitrarily close in the C°° topology to the inclusion mapping 5^-tR", such that

Y = f(S) is a nonsingular algebraic subvariety of R" with 77¿alg(y, Z) = 0.

Proof. Let c = codim -S. We claim that there exist compact C°° hypersurfaces
Hi, ..., He of R" that are in general position at each point of S and satisfy

S = Hi n • • • H He •
If c — 1, the claim is obvious. Let us assume then that c > 2, that is, n > 4.

Identify R" , via the stereographic projection, with 5'"\{a} , where Sn is the

«-dimensional unit sphere and a = (0,...,0, 1). Given a positive integer m

with m < n , we also identify Sm with {(xo, ... , x„) £ Sn\xm+i = • • • = x„ =

0} . Observe that one can find a C°° diffeomorphism h : Sn -»5" such that

h(S) is contained in S4 c S". (This is a standard result for n > 6 [18] and
it follows from [13, p. 43] for n = 5 ; to apply [13], we use the connectedness

of S.) Replacing S by h(S), we may assume that S is contained in S4.

This reduces the proof of the claim to the case c = 2. One easily sees that the
normal vector bundle of S in S4 is trivial. It follows that there exist a C°°
mapping g: S4 -* S2 and a regular value b of g such that S = g~l(b). Let

n be an orientable C°° real vector bundle over S2, and let m be a C°° section

of « such that rank n = 2, u is transverse to the zero section of w, and the

set of zeros w~'(0) of u is equal to {b}. Then the pullback section g*u of
the pullback vector bundle g*n is transverse to the zero section of g*r\ and
(g*u)~l(0) = S. Since H2(S4,Z) = 0, the vector bundle g*n is trivial (cf.

[19, Chapter 16, Theorem 3.4]), and hence the claim follows.
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Now the conclusion of Lemma 3.3 follows at once from the claim and [6,

Theorem 7.1, Remark 5.4].   D

We still need a few preliminary remarks.

If £Pq is considered as a real algebraic variety, then 77¿alg(C7>9, Z) =

H2(CPq, Z). Indeed, the universal complex bundle yq over £Pq is a strongly

algebraic complex line bundle and hence its first Chern class c\(yq) is in

77¿a,g(CP9, Z) (cf. [6, Theorem 5.3]). Now our claim is obvious since c\(yq)

generates H2(£P" ,Z). It easily follows that 772.alg(P, Z) = H2(P, Z) where

P = CT5^1) x • • • x CPqW . Furthermore, every homology class in 77/(7^, Z/2),

/ > 0, can be represented by a nonsingular real algebraic subvariety of P. This

last fact implies that every unoriented bordism class of P is represented by

a regular mapping /: X —► P where X is a compact affine nonsingular real

algebraic variety [2, 20].

Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let m = dim Ai. If m < 1, then H2(M, Z) = 0 and
Theorem 1.2 is just a very special case of Tognoli's theorem (cf. Introduction),

while for m = 2 it follows from Lemma 3.3. Thus we assume below that

m > 3.
Since the group H2(M, Z)/G is torsionfree, there exists a torsionfree sub-

group 77 of 772(A7, Z) such that H2(M ,Z) = G®H. The bilinear mapping

772(M, Q) x Hm~2(M, Q)^Hm(M, Q),        (u, v) -> uliv,

where U stands for the cup product, is a dual pairing (cf. [15, Proposition

8.13]), and hence one can find elements v\, ... ,vk in Hm~2(M, Z) with the

property that for a given element a in H2(M, Z) there is a U v,: = 0 for

i = I, ... , k if and only if a is in G. Let a, be the homology class in

H2(M, Z) Poincaré dual to v¡. By Thorn's theorem [22, Theorem 11.26], a,
can be represented by a compact oriented C°° surface S¡ in M. Clearly, we

may assume that the surfaces S¡ are in general position.

Note that if r¡: H2(M, Z) -* 772(5'¡, Z) is the homomorphism induced by
the inclusion mapping S,- <-+ Af, then given an element w in H2(M, Z), we

have

(1) ri(w) = 0   for i = I, ... , k if and only if w £ G.

Moreover, by Lemma 3.3, there exists a C°° embedding f¡: S¡ —> R" , arbi-

trarily close in the C°° topology to the inclusion mapping S¡ <-► R" , such that

fi(S¡) is a nonsingular algebraic subvariety of R" and H¿mil (fi(S¡), Z) = 0.

Now one can find a C°° embedding F : M —> R" , close in the C°° topology

to the inclusion mapping M^i", such that F\S¡ = f for i= 1,..., k (cf.
[2, Lemma 2.9]). Hence replacing possibly M by F(M), we may assume that

Si is a nonsingular algebraic subvariety of R" and

(2) Hl^St, Z) = 0   fori=l,...,k.

Let a\, ... , a¡ be generators of G. For each j = 1,...,/, one can find a

positive integer g(j') and a C°° mapping g>j-. M -* CPgU) such that <Pj(zj) =

a, where Z; is a generator of 772(CP«(» , Z). Setting P = CP^1' x • • • x CPqW

and (? = (ç»i, ... , <pi), we get

(3) <p*(H2(P,Z)) = G.
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Note that if yj is the universal complex line bundle over C7>?(-'), then in

virtue of (1) and (3), we have ci((c>j\S¡)*yj) = 0 in 772(5,, Z), and hence

the complex line bundle (y>j\S¡)*yJ over S¡ is topologically trivial (cf. [19,

Chapter 16, Theorem 3.4]). This implies (cf. Lemma 3.2) that there exists a

C°° mapping a: M —> P, arbitrarily close in the C° topology to <p , such that

a\S is a regular mapping where S = Si U • • • uSk (in particular, we may assume

that o is homotopic to y>). Hence replacing possibly (p by a, we may assume

that y>\S is a regular mapping.

Let g: M -» G„t„-m(R) be the C°° mapping defined by

g(x) = the orthogonal complement of TXM in R"

for x in M, where TXM is the tangent space to M at x. Note that v¡ =

(g*yn,n-m(®-))\Si is the restriction to S¡ of the normal vector bundle of Af in

R" . Since M is orientable, the vector bundle u¡ is also orientable and hence

admits an algebraic structure (cf. [7, Corollary 12.5.4]). By Lemma 3.2 g\S

can be approximated in the C° topology by regular mappings.

Now the properties of <p, S¡, and P established above and the fact that

each unoriented bordism class of P is represented by a regular mapping (cf.
the paragraph preceding the proof of Theorem 1.2), allow us to apply the ap-

proximation theorem [4, Theorem 3] (cf. also [2, Propositon 2.8; 23]). It fol-

lows that one can find a C°° embedding e : M —> R" , arbitrarily close in the

C°° topology to the inclusion mapping M <-► R" , such that X = e(M) is

a nonsingular algebraic subvariety of K", e(x) = x for x in S, and there

exists a regular mapping y/: X —► P with j/oe close in the C°° topology

to y> (in particular, we may assume that y/ o e is homotopic to y>). Let

h: X —> Af be the C°° diffeomorphism defined by h(e(m)) = m for m in
M. By construction h*(G) = y/*(H2(P, Z)). Since y/ is a regular mapping and

hLü¿p> z) = H2(p> z). we obtain that h*(G) is contained in 772_alg(X, Z).

Moreover, if p¡ : H2(X, Z) —> H2(S¡, Z) is the homomorphism induced by the

inclusion mapping, then given an element w in H2(X, Z) we have

Pi(w) = 0   for i = I, ... ,k if and only if w £ h*(G)

(cf. (1)). If w is in 772.alg(X, Z), then by (2), Pi(w) = 0 for i = 1, ..., k,

and hence w belongs to h*(G).

Thus, finally, h*(G) — 77¿alg(^, Z), which finishes the proof.   D
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